General Online Survey
Data Source: A Google Form was distributed via email
and social media.

Survey Questions & Responses

Why do you visit your local library? (35 response)
●

To study for exams: 40%

●

To borrow books: 34.3%

●

For research: 48.6%

●

To read my own books: 25.7%

●

Read newspapers&magazines: 11.4%

●

N/A: 8.5%

●

To pass time: 11.4%
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If so, which ones? (16 responses)
●

Masinde Muliro University (2)

●

UN Library

●

Dagoretti Library

●

I used to use KNLS Buru when residing in Umo

●

Kenya National Library (5)

●

JKML, UoN

●

USIU Library (2)

●

Daystar University Library

●

Buruburu (2)
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Is there anything else about your relationship with your local library that
you would like to share with us? (23 responses)
1. Would like to see it used for arts events
2. If the library was restored I would use it as a place to work on my computer, do research and read.
3. Yes, our nsnifsdkcmsdknsdcsdcpf
4. The availability of books on a wide range of topics from land to language and identity is quite
appealing and allows me to widen and deepen my exposure to various ideologies.

5. I wish there was more reading and open spaces in the library.
6. the library is a school library with lots of reference and subject material books. More for studying
than reading for fun

7. When i was a child till my going away to college , KNLS was a second home , now I buy books for
myself to recreate that magic

8. I used McMillan library when I WS younger in high school.
9. I am a regular customer and yes the attendants are very collaborative
10. It's friendly, and not intense. I feel comfortable.
11. Nope. It's too full
12. N/A
13. I love a place I can go with my kids and they are engaged while I run my own initiatives
14. I would like to have a library in my locality. It's important for my neighbors and I if we are to advance.
A healthy nation reads.
Help.

15. I would go there, McMillan Memorial Library, every day of my school holidays to do my homework. I
loved the conducive studying environment

16. Used to go there long time ago when i was younger but now due to the lack of parking space not
been there in years.

17. Unfortunately, because of how badly kept McMillan was, I gave up and haven't even tried to go to a
library in Nairobi in years :(

18. I am an alumni of USIU therefore get a discounted rate to use the facilities
19. No
20. It’s a dilapidated mess. Hence no interest.
21. The library need to be.. Modernized.
22. I've always found libraries impersonal, so no.
23. It’s clean,well organized,WiFi enabled,a good current collection
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Our dreams for libraries

Why? (39 responses)
1. They provide a space with a peace of mind that no other space can offer no matter how the place can
be quiet (2)
2. There are some books that are only available physically at the libraries.
They provide a conducive environment for studying (2)
3. Public facilities are more important than ever - especially ones offering access to public arts
4. They are an essential space for communities when building a culture of reading and learning as a
priority.
5. KNpasindcmdsk'npdnvsd dmcdonf;smc
6. Books are expensive, not everyone can afford to buy. They're also great tools for research and study.
Also a cheap place for people to use computers and the internet, if they can't afford them.
7. Libraries are free public spaces for people to explore knowledge in a safe and holistic environment.
8. Books. Space for exploration. Research.
9. Its a place to find information on a wide range of subjects. Some of us love physical books...
10. Public spaces that allow for exploration , in that space everyone can access a whole universe
11. They have a wide range of reading material and a quiet environment that enables one to study
uninterrupted
12. They are great for research, they give individuals who cannot afford to purchase the books a chance
to read them. They create and encourage a reading culture
13. Conducive environment for study and always efficient with research materials
14. Young people don't have healthy places to spend time at.
15. Books are really expensive
16. To allow the masses to acquire knowledge.
17. They carry the message through various generations
18. It's one of the surest way towards advancement. For the future to be bright, the past and the current
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should be understood an environment the library provides.
A healthy nation reads.
19. You need that place to read free from the estate noise
20. For many people, especially youth, it's the only place they can access reading material.
21. Most students use libraries to study for exams
22. Knowledge lies in books 📚
23. They're a great place for not only studies, but also meeting new people.
24. Research is endless
25. Access to quite public reading spaces; access to current reading material from a wider selection than
available at the bookshop; programming and social interaction around literary works; physical
symbols of our ethos as a city.
26. BECAUSE BOOKS ARE IMPORTANT. We need reading to remain a part of our culture and history.
27. Because we are still learning and for a country, community and people to grow we have to have a
strong book culture.
28. Yes and no. I assume that the percentage for is way lower than the percentage against. I like that you
talk about a different type of story telling.
29. Because the feel and smell of books is irreplaceable. Because sharing books and experiences of
books with strangers changes you.
30. They are a source of pure knowledge. Ideas and imagination thrive within libraries. The energy is
pure. You can mellow in information without the noise that is the web and simply process. There are
less and less places to do that in this day and age 😊
31. Rich knowledge of wisdom and good way to spend your time
32. Because books hold all of humanity's collective knowledge and libraries offer a calm, serene and
settling environment in which to explore that knowledge.
33. Treasure trove of information. Plus there a nostalgic romance about reading interesting books
34. The search for knowledge is ever there.
35. Reading is still very necessary
36. Nothing like the feel of a book in your hands inside a serene ambience
37. They are reservoir of knowledge

What improvements would you like to see in your local library
●

Wifi: 69%

●

Children’s content: 50%

●

Digital books/collections: 76.2%

●

Coffee and Bookshops: 52.4%

●

More working space: 42.9%

●

Event spaces: 38.1%

●

Longer library hours: 40.5%

●

Meeting rooms: 28.6%

●

Quiet Spaces: 40.5%

●

Rooms for mothers with babies
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If yes, please list some. (31 responses)
1. Monthly Literature forum at Goethe institute (2)
2. Public lectures (2)
3. Kwani? Open Mic, literary events and book launches by Kwani?, Storymoja, Goethe, etc. Live music
events, art shows at galleries
4. Concerts at Alliance, theater performances at KNT, films at the cinema, art displays at various
galleries and occasional public lectures
5. Open Mic. Poetry and Book Readings. Book Launches. Theatre Performances.
6. BYSS, Koroga, Movie screenings, Concerts
7. Used to love Phoenix , KNT , loved Gallery Watatu in town , used to go to Kuona , FCC photo exhibits
8. Film screening, book launches, theatre shows, storytelling nights, music shows and events at
Goethe, Pawa, Alliance, Alchemist, J’s, KNT, Braeburn etc
9. I enjoy watching plays at the theatre most of the ones that i watch are by Festival of Creative Arts.
10. Music and art
11. Jazz Festival?
12. Attend art activities at Goethe Institute, Alliance Francaise, KNT, British Council, etc
13. Pawa254
14. Kenya National Theatre (KNT) (4)
15. PAWA Festival, Docubox
16. I enjoy watching movies in 3D, from IMAX.
17. NBO film fest :); film screenings Kilimani street fest Koroga, art exhibitions and openings
plays at theaters, live band performances by local artists, Koroga festival etc
18. B&W and its sisters; Safaricom Jazz; album pre-launches
19. Well... for now all I can think of is Safaricom Jazz! Gosh... it's been a tough year!!!
20. Kwani Open Mic , Pawa 254 festival,Book clubs,
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21. European Film Festival, happening now. Film screenings and panel discussions at the Goethe Institut
and at Alliance Francaise from time to time. Album launches for various artists.
22. Docubox. PAWA. Alliance francaise
23. The national theatre
24. Kwani fest , Boys book clubs, gamenights
25. writing workshops.

If you indicated yes above, what kind of events would you like to see
happen in libraries? (42 responses)
●

Book launches: 88.1%

●

Book clubs: 76.2%

●

Poetry readings: 69%

●

Guided tours: 50%

●

Concerts: 50%
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●

Children’s weekend/afternoon activities:
73.8%

●

●

Workshops and seminars for creatives:
69%

Tuition / study groups: 35.7%

If you indicated yes above, what can you contribute?(34 responses)
1. Organising activities and also Record keeping of books and information in regards to the activities in the
libraries (2)

2. Magazines (2)
3. Money and networks
4. Promdsf
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5. Digital product development i.e. design and development of library management systems and digital
content management.

6. I work in publishing, I would be glad to share ideas about books and curation of book events.
7. Creative/Copywriting/Writing
8. Just a bibliophile, can do reading circles for children
9. I run Positively African, an arts events company. We organize storytelling, poetry, acoustic music nights.
We are launching a new series of re-imagined folktales from across Africa and are looking for places to
launch the book, perform the stories and hold workshops.

10. I may not have enough experience in working with libraries but i believe i have the skills required to
ensure that this project runs smoothly. What i lack in experience, i compensate by conducting necessary
research to ensure that i acquire the knowledge required and also, i am very open and eager to learn and
put in the time.

11. As someone who loves to spend hours in the library, I can tell you of it feels right, is quiet enough, and
just the vibe that it gives off for us geeks.

12. Add the CCTV cameras for monitoring, have something like a cafe within the library for easy access to
those people who do not want to go out look for food and have a big scream for watching books and
other inspirational stories for those who to watch tired for reading

13. But if you need help, I would be willing, whatever kind as long as it's in my means.
14. Editing and art
15. I can donate a small sum of money
16. Concepts
17. Mobilization skills
18. I can help mobilize individuals and re-ignite the reading culture. I'm passionate about books, reading and
the importance to national development which I believe is an important asset.

19. Time & mobilising resources
20. I possess customer service skills, which I believe would be really helpful in the operations of the libraries
21. Organization Campaign on social events
22. Cultural programming for film and for children’s. Development and acquisition of books and resources
in this area ( consider a film library)

23. My time and my love for stories. Perhaps book readings?
24. My love for books, and my interest in off-the-beaten track authors and styles. I'm also an editor and
would be happy to go over boring texts for you :)

25. Time
26. Publicity of the renovation work, I am a Public Relations Practitioner and i would love to get involved in
all that you are involved in until the last stage and also i can organize events in different parts of Nairobi,
Help in fundraising through getting different partners on board.

27. Skills and Knowledge: I was involved in a final year Creative Project for my Art and Design class, which I
passed in KCSE and I therefore believe that I am capable of and well suited to be part of a process and a
team that will be engaged in creating a dynamic, educative and entertaining Centre for the Arts and
Culture. I love to be systematic and thorough in my work, which I have gained from training in various
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disciplines such as the aforementioned, and also from my experience in the Hospitality Industry.
I have a massive amount of interest in the Visual Arts and in contemporary Literature as well as a deep
appreciation of Performance Arts and I would be glad for the opportunity to be part of an endeavor
As for resources, all I can offer is my time, my energy, my attention as well as my unbridled passion for a
project such as this.

28. Production of videos in as many mediums to educate and sensitize Kenyans on importance and value of
art spaces especially libraries.

29. I am an architect assistant I believe I can be very useful in design.
30. Book collection and reading events, Schools intergration with such places , documentation and articles
promoting these places

31. I believe I know the genre that might be most helpful to Kenyans.
32. Ideas on creating good ambience,ideas on book selection

McMillan Memorial Library and Cultural Heritage

Please provide a brief reason for your answer above? 3 1 responses
1. Its an artefact in itself and also the story behind it's existence is part of Kenya's history (2)
2. Kenya's history and present is tied in to our colonial history.We cannot wish it away or ignore it and hope
to build a better Kenya or be better Kenyans.

3. It's creation story is part of Kenya's story.
4. It's strategic and has been around for the longest time. Its a big part of the city.
5. Important Africana collection , the architecture , public space
6. I believe the fact that it was established early and is still in operation to date is one reason and also the
fact that a lot of people have memories of using it or its existence. It's like a landmark.
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7. When I was younger, I used the library, in the 90s and early 2000s, now, how many more Kenyans did the
library help in terms of access to books, many. So for me I think it's a great part of Kenya's history

8. It brings unit and promotion of national integration
9. It's part of our history
10. It's the only library that has an act that governs it. And it's, right in the CBD.
11. Because of its architecture, its location, the role it has played in shaping Kenya's literary world.
12. Such a rich history before independence allows us to safeguard these spaces as sacred and a purveyor
of significant historical artefacts, knowledge and information

13. From the brief description, it's evident that it holds an important part of our history as a country. A time
when you needed to be of a particular race to read. Clearly, this shows the journey we've travelled to get
where we are.

14. It's a symbol of the reading culture
15. It's a historic building. It encapsulates a part of our history, a history that everyone should learn.
16. Yes because of its history
17. It relates to the colonial period of our country, which is significant to our history.
18. It is a part of how Nairobi came to be
19. ts a building everyone knows just like KICC and one of the oldest book libraries in Kenya.
20. Anything in history that has to do with literature should be part of our history
21. It's a library- the kind of books it first housed, the ideology behind segregation, the opening of the library
and the policies that ignored public spending on education and culture and why that is changing is very
significant to where we are as a city- they measure our vital signs and could help us come back onto the
path of knowledge seeking and wise decision making.

22. It is a thing of beauty in the Nairobi skyline. The first scholars our country had and still has I'm sure got a
book from that library to help them on their way. I visited then became a teenager lol. But a nice safe
place it can be in the midst of the Nairobi hustle and bustle. It can be a reminder for people to just chill.

23. A county can't do away with its history and it always reminds us of the value of books.
24. The library serves as an important part of the history of Kenya as an Architectural landmark, a
Monument to the triumph of freedom over colonial subjugation and as an Archival institution.

25. Kenya did not just happen. A series of events contributed to what we have today and it is important to
preserve the story behind our country. Whether happy stories or sad stories. We shouldn’t be
embarrassed of how we became.

26. It is a historic site
27. I think its a center for information on Kenya's historical educational journey.. and should be preserved
for the future.

28. major player in the curriculum,
29. It’s one of the oldest public libraries in Kenya,it’s building is a historic assets,it had the biggest collection
of old newspapers, it’s architectural design is a landmark in Nairobi
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The following are listed by UNESCO as Kenya’s Cultural Heritage sites: Fort
Jesus, Mombasa; Lamu Old Town; Sacred Mijikenda Kaya Forests. Are there any
buildings, monuments, landscapes or artefacts, that you think may serve as
additional pillars of Kenya’s Cultural Heritage?
●

Kenya National Archives

●

No / N/A

●

Kipande House

●

Kaloleni Social Hall

●

Thogoto Missions

●

Kenya National Theatre

●

Mcmillan Library

●

Eastleigh Social Halls

●

Mount Kenya

Why? (25 responses)
1. They are unique and are part of Kenya's history (2)
2. Archives
3. hgfvfderwwcsaas
4. The KNT was a space where Kenyans could discuss pertinent social and political issues during the 70s,
80s and 90s. It served as home to many notable Kenyans and continues to inspire and nurture new
generations of artists.
5. They need protection from unscrupulous developers ready to bring down such structures for corporate,
private gain.
6. We cannot know who we are in a monolithic global culture if we dont have markers and places of
memory of who we really are
7. They should be living spaces where citizens can access the arts
8. These are places that are rich in artefacts, books and other items that represent our cultural heritage
and we need to keep them alive for future generations to experience them and get the opportunity to
learn more about our heritage and culture.
9. They are some always which have more value to some communities
10. They are old and significant to Kenya's history.
11. They host a ton of Kenya's history and the former Vice President in artifacts and writings that are crucial
in understanding our past as a people.
12. It houses records & artefacts of our rich history, yet is one of the most neglected places in Nairobi with
very little funding from government.
13. I do not know of any other.
14. Haven't found one
15. Places like Bomas of Kenya are run down but important in that they helped people learn about different
cultures and history is the backbone/ foundation for tomorrow.
16. We need a more rounded narrative of our past. Things that are not on the paths most trodden.
17. They represented the Kenya that was left in the hands of ethnic Kenyans. But we forgot them.
18. Not Applicable
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19. For purposes of preservation of history, restoration of monuments and cultural artefacts and
remembrance of our history, our conflicts, our determination and our struggle as a people to make
ourselves into a better place.
20. Important to understand how Kenya became.
21. It has a lot of heritage
22. For our historians
23. the define a country
24. It’s design and materials used in construction sets it as a marvel

Please expound on your answer to the question above.(28 responses)
1. Such spaces are part of kenya and they can be a tourist attraction in the future if not now (2)
2. They can be highlighted as part of history
3. I think it's important to acknowledge colonial history but not celebrate
4. The conversations around access to the arts and artistic spaces as being exclusively for the "elite" is
important. Consciously unpacking the relationship between culture and identity as a tool for political
and ideological control is critical to redefining how the people interact with leadership.
5. Understanding your history makes you make better judgments and decisions, I suppose.
6. It's a place with a rich history
7. I consider it reparations for colonialism that is why it should be open for all and
8. And reclaimed
9. It is only by understanding where we are coming from that we will have greater appreciation for what
we have and increase the need to preserve it.
10. It helps to know the history so that we don't take the library for granted as is our norm
11. They have a lot on the Kenyan history
12. It is what it is. it's a painful reminder that 50 something years after independence, we haven't done
nearly enough to build a reading culture in Kenya.
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13. It is good to have a foundation of information to pass on to posterity.
14. It's part of our past and its therefore wise to understand it. If we do away with such spaces, then
future generations will have a difficult time learning about it.
15. You can't change history. You can distort or ignore it, but it still remains as history.
16. Because they will forever remain significant to our history.
17. The move that lady McMillan took was significant in ending racial differences
18. Importance of libraries, as knowledge centers and because i truly believe in book culture.
19. We must embrace history to understand who we are. Everything is a milestone in the journey ahead.
20. Perhaps as a juxtaposition to the whites only inception, or the move towards this non-colour-barred
state.
21. The founders should be acknowledged but the bit about it being European only should be rephrased
to more smoothly flow into the Intergration. The explanation about said permissions should be left
out. A reminder of our so called need for gratitude should be left out. The library belongs and had
belonged for a long time to all
22. When we forget our history, we also forget who we are.
23. Again. I’m a big fan of historical elements that contribute to who we are today.
24. All cultural heritage should be preserved for future generations.
25. They are a landmark of our city
26. I dislike vestiges

Is there anything else about your history with McMillan or additional
thoughts on Cultural Heritage that you would like us to know? (16 responses)
1. No (8)
2. Kenya's cultural heritage is evolving. The rise of matatus and graffiti as well as other platforms as
being spaces for expression should be considered in order to have a forward-looking and progressive
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view on cultural heritage.
3. It will be collected by others abroad , curated by others , researched by others and remain out of
reach to all of us if we don't try to do our little thing to continue telling the stories of ourselves
4. I wish that we created more awareness about our Cultural Heritage, then we would have greater
appreciation and create a sense of responsibility for all to preserve places that potray our Cultural
Heritage.
5. My mother's first real job in Kenya was at McMillan- she might be a good historical resource.
ewomulabirajk@gmail.com
6. I think the GoDown is going through the exact same transformation and it would be great bohbhhese
projects working together towards the greater good to grow and benefit Kenya’s lack of the arts and
culture.
7. Its sorrounded by book vendors who have amazing books and it can be restocked by them.
8. Am a librarian ,so I support libraries

About you:
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Do you have any questions for us? (18 responses)
1. No. (6)
2. Not a question, but feedback. I would love to use the library, but I wouldn't travel to town to do so. If
there were other libraries with easier access, I would do so.
3. What do you plan to do with the old tattered books? What about the books with the information that
might seem "obsolete"?? All in all I am super stoked that my son might one day experience a public
library and possibly in better condition than how his father or I did. Good job!
4. I applied a post you advitised for programs administrator, did you received my application?
5. What projects do you have to expand your reach?
What is one supposed to do to establish a library or even organize a day for a mobile library event?
6. When could I possibly hear from you?
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7. Thank you.
8. What is your plan for the libraries?
9. What can I do to help?
10. No. But YAAAY! To you! Congratulations I'm so happy. All the Best with this venture.
11. 1.Can i get involved in the project.
12. No question. Just good on ya. Love what you’re doing. Thanks
13. What's your 5 year vision of your organisation?
14. Who are you?is your initiative for restoration serious?are you working with the County Government?

END.
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